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Australia Council for the Arts, Arts NSW and The City of Sydney all went
through their own consultation period internally and open external
consultation.

Sam Chester, Create Space Recipient 2013 Safety in Numbers. Photo: Heidrum
Lohr

Executive Summary
The 2013 Annual report reflects the outcomes of year two of three, in
our 2012-14 planning cycle, principally funded by Arts NSW.
The key priority areas of the Australian Dance Council – Ausdance NSW
are outlined in the Strategic Framework of the 2012-14 Business Plan
endorsed by the state funding body, Arts NSW. The Plan articulates
three priority areas with various strategies to deliver effective outcomes.
These are informed by the broader strategic key policy directions of Arts
NSW and the NSW state government.
The dance sector in NSW is diverse, talented and growing, as are its
needs. Ausdance NSW, as the peak professional body for dance for NSW,
continues to work with the sector to increase the visibility of dance and
build capacity whilst embracing some new priority areas.
During 2013 all three levels of government decided to review their arts
programs and create a cultural policy. While this presents opportunity
for the arts/dance sector to input into future plans it also presents a
period of unknown and potential anxiety for the dance sector. The

While there were opportunities to input, the timeframe’s were often
quite short and in some cases quite complex. Ausdance NSW received
feedback from many individuals and companies that they felt they did
not have enough time or capacity to respond fully. Ausdance NSW
fulfilled its role as the Peak Body for the Industry by meeting with Senior
Executives from all three funding agencies, held a sector meeting
attended by 60 people and submitted written responses to the City of
Sydney and Arts NSW.

Foreword from the Chair
Ausdance NSW appointed the new Director, Michelle Silby at the end of
2012, she commenced the role in January 2013.
We welcome Michelle who brings a wealth of experience to Ausdance
NSW. She has worked in the arts, primarily dance, in both creative and
management roles over the last 20 years in the UK, Europe and
Australia. It has been a really productive year, both the Board and I have
enjoyed working with Michelle and together significant progress has
been made as we enter the next era of Ausdance NSW. Michelle has
demonstrated she is a good fit for the dance sector, her experience in
working on both sides of the fence - as a professional dancer as well as
in strategic management roles - has lead to a range of opportunities and
new partnerships being formed.

Professor Elizabeth More AM
Chairperson, Ausdance NSW
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Director’s Report
Key achievements for the organization in 2013 include; new partnerships
with Australian Centre for Physical Education ACPE, Readymade Space &
Bangarra Dance Theatre. We have continued to develop our strategic
partnership programs with Critical Path, FORM projects, Sydney Opera
House, Departments of Education and Training, Gosford City Council and
NAISDA Dance College. We also conduct and facilitate many industry
meetings with; individual artists, small to medium companies, major
companies, studio owners, and NSW Tertiary Dance Network. We
auspice and provide advice on a daily basis to people working and
participating in dance in NSW.
Securing dance to the National Curriculum was another momentous
achievement for 2013. It is important to note the key work done by
Ausdance State and National staff in partnership with others to enable
the arts and, in particular, dance to become part of Australia’s first
National Curriculum. This was done through many years of research and
delivery of high quality programs to feed in to the lobbying process with
National and State governments. The challenge for 2013/14 and the
next decade, is in delivering the curriculum in a way that positively
shapes the next generation of creative young people, to grow
participation, audience and appreciation, in the arts. This can only be
achieved by providing access to high quality dance performances,
teaching, resources and appropriate facilities for dance. This provides
both a challenge and an opportunity for the education and dance
sectors to work together alongside government and arts agencies to
enable this to happen. Ausdance proposes to play a key part in
facilitating conversations, opportunities and strategies to make this
happen during the following years.
2013 was my first year in the role of Director, Ausdance NSW. It has
been a constructive and positive year, where we have been able to
acknowledge the challenges ahead for the organisation, such as the

need to develop organizational capacity, financial stability and
replacement of systems. With that also comes many wonderful
opportunities to advocate and develop dance for the State.
There remains considerable work to do in order to realize our vision of
reaching and connecting with people across the state. Reflecting on a
few of the challenges present at the commencement of my role, these
included:
 Scale of expectations versus very small levels of staff &
resources
 Mixed perceptions of Ausdance NSW and what an ‘Ausdance
office’ does
 Advocacy, communication & engagement hampered by very old
IT/Communication systems across many platforms, very time
consuming for a small staff, presents us in a poor light
 Inefficient and costly finance processes and systems
I believe we have made good progress on a number of these. Being able
to communicate, promote and advocate well in a targeted manner still
remains a considerable challenge until we have renewed our IT and
communication systems. I am happy to report at the end of 2013 /
beginning of 2014 funding and philanthropic support was sourced to
cover $44,400 of IT and communication infrastructure investment. This
came from three sources – the Ian Potter Foundation, a private donation
and ‘Plus 1 Match Funding’ from Creative Partnerships Australia. The
Reach and Connect project to transform our website, create a CRM, IT
and communication systems will be implemented during 2014.
At the beginning of the year our finance structure consisted of two
separate independent contractors working offsite, which wasn’t
cohesive and was a drain on the budget and the director’s time. This was
changed to having an onsite contractor who is part of a
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well respected accountancy firm Keeping Company. We implemented
further improvements to our financial processes, and software used.
There have been many positive outcomes this year, including; good
partnership development, sponsorship in-kind, 5 auspiced grants, and
key meetings with; the sector, funding bodies, government
departments, Tertiary Dance Network, inter-state colleagues and many
individual artists, companies, organizations. Whilst delivering a spread of
projects; 14 week residency program, Birrang professional development
for Aboriginal dance artists, Classes, Beyond the Training, Bridge Dance
Intensive to name a few.
I wish to thank Gina Shrubsall for her work over the last 2yrs and
8months at Ausdance NSW . I wish to thank all the Board members and
especially those who have already sat on the Board for 4 or 5 years for
agreeing to stay on for one more year to see in a new director.

Michelle Silby
Director, Ausdance NSW

A hint of what’s to come next year in 2014
 Big Dance Australia
 Reach & Connect project
 DAIR –Dance Artists in residence program
 The Australian Dance Awards,
09 November 2014, Sydney Opera House
Nick Power and Anne Nguyn, Beyond the Training 2013 Photo: Phillippe Gramard
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2013 Board and Staff
Staff 2013
Director: Michelle Silby appointed Oct 29, 2012 fully commenced as the
new Director on Jan 14, 2013.
Marketing & Administration Coordinator: Gina Marie Shrubsall filled this
role for the duration of 2013.
Finance: Keeping Company was contracted to provide financial services
in March 2013

Board Members for 2013
In 2013, Ausdance NSW maintained most of its current Board members
with the inclusion of 2 new members in December 2013. We welcome
Peter Seligman who will take over the role of Treasurer and Michelle
Bakar to the Board. Both have a wealth of corporate experience and a
keen interest in the Arts. They officially took up their positions in
February 2014.
Professor Elizabeth More AM, Chair
Neil Adams, Treasurer, finance *finished November 2013
Pamela Edwards, Public Officer, legal
Kay Armstrong, Sector representative
Rebecca Taylor, Arts Policy
Peter Leunig, Philanthropic *finished March 2013
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Board Experience and Qualifications
Name and Position
Prof Elizabeth More AM
Chair

Qualifications
BA Hons 1 (UNSW)
Grad Dip Public Mgt (UCQ)
M Commercial Law (Deakin)
PhD (UNSW)

Neil Adams
Treasurer

B.Bus (Accy) QUT
LLB (ANU)
FCPA
CIA
FIIA
MAICD
BA / LLB (UNSW)

Pamela Edwards
Public Officer
Peter Leunig
Committee Member

BSc (Path) UWA
BA (Music) UWA

Kay Armstrong
Committee Member

BA Dance (WAAPA)

Rebecca Taylor
Committee Member

BSoc Sc
Macquarie University, Sydney
Certificate IV in Training and Assessment –
TAA40104

Experience
Executive Foundation Dean
Faculty of Business
Australian Catholic University
Other Experience:
Academic Director of Macquarie City Campus, Macquarie
University
Professor of Management, MGSM, Macquarie University.
Former professional dancer.
Director, Adams Consulting & Training Pty Ltd
Other Experience:
Senior roles in government and
private sector. Chair of Audit and Risk Committee for 3 NSW local
governments.

Elected
Elected 2007

Non-executive Director, Argyle Community Housing Limited.
Other Experience: Legal consultant specialising in the investment
funds management industry within Europe.
Head of Fundraising, St Vincent’s & Mater Health Sydney.
Other Experience:
Establishing office of Institutional Advancement Macquarie
University & Development & Alumni Relations at UWA.
Independent artist, choreographer
Other Experience:
Artistic Director youmove Dance
Tertiary facilitator – dance
Robert Helpmann Scholarship
Peggy Van Pragh Award
Corporate Development Officer, Sydney Opera House
Other Experience:
Former professional dancer

Elected 2007

Elected 2007

Elected June
2008

Elected June
2009

Elected June
2008
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2012-2014 Strategic Framework
2013 completes the second year of a three year strategic plan. A
summary of achievements relevant to key outcomes is documented
following:

Strategy 2.3 Building online communication resources to assist dance
practitioners



Grow visitation to website www.ausdancensw.com.au and
online communication
Develop an Online Resources Portal

Priority 1 Access and Participation
Strategy 1.1 Expand and strengthen partnership initiatives




Beyond the Training Program in partnership with Critical Path.
Dance & Disability Strategy in partnership with Accessible Arts.
Birrang

Strategy 2.4 Sustain viable revenue stream for the organization



Maintain and increase Membership base and increase benefits
for members
Implement the Marketing and Communications strategy

Priority 2 Capacity Building and Industry Sustainability

PRIORITY 3 – Advocacy and Development

Strategy 2.1 Identify and respond to industry issues

Strategy 3.1 Provide representation for NSW dance to key government
decision makers




Develop Research Framework
Apply the Ausdance NSW Business Operating Model

Strategy 2.2 Provide programs to support dance development




CREATEdance Ausdance NSW Dance Space Residency
ProgramBridge Dance Intensive (formerly known as Dance
Compass)
Contemporary Dance Classes program for professional dancers
Auspicing support for the dance sector





Conduct Industry Consultations with professional dance artists
Continue to facilitate the NSW Tertiary Dance
network
Hold Industry Representation meetings

Strategy 3.2 Establish a targeted development strategy
to support NSW dance initiatives


Develop a 3 year Development Strategy
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2013 Program Highlights
CREATEdance: Ausdance NSW Dance Space Residency Program
The Dance Space Residency Program was established in 2008. The 2013
program offered residencies at Triple Menace Studios Marrickville for
Sydney’s independent dance. The residencies provided selected dance
artists with studio time of up to 4 weeks for creative development,
rehearsal of work, work in progress, showings, mentorship’s and the
development of their own dance practice. 2013 offered 11 residencies –
an increase of more than 50% from 2012. The successful artists spanned
a range of career stages and included;












Emily Amisano
Melanie Lane
Anya Mckee
Angela Goh
Sam Chester
Ghenoa Gela
Lisa Griffiths
Raghav Handa
Rob McCredie
Emma Saunders
Dance Makers Collective (10 NSW artists)

While these are the direct recipients these 11 residencies included all
their dancers and collaborators totaling 54 people in the arts sector.
Dance West residencies previously run at Connect Studios, Parramatta
finished at the end of 2012, due to the funding stream for this program
ceased to run and the cost of the studios was quite high. It was
important to continue to support artists living and working in Western
Sydney we looked at developed other ways to support these artists and
organisations through alternative venues and partnerships.

Note that some of these residencies supported artists performing in
Dance Bites, a key dance program run by FORM Dance projects.

DAIR – Dance Artists in Residence
This will be the new space program for 2014 and beyond. DAIR will build
capacity in the sector and ultimately contribute to a broader ambition to
shorten the time and cost it takes for quality dance work to be made and
toured with audience engagement strategies.
The specific aims of this program are:
 to provide residencies for dance artists
 to build partnerships with organisations and venues that have
space
 to match organisations with Industry professionals
 to promote both the space organisations and the dance artists
 an opportunity to both;
a) explore ideas without product outcomes and,
b) create work.
DAIR – is achieved through Ausdance NSW building partnerships and
facilitating a relatively easy application process for artists. We have
three partners and approximately 12 weeks lined up for 2014. The
ambition is to create DAIR partnerships across Sydney and NSW.
If you have a space that you would like to activate through DAIR please
get in touch.
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their lowest 4 people attending. Classes were no longer financially viable
under this model.
After informal consultation about class attendance, the Ausdance NSW
Professional Dance Classes relocated for 4 months to the Loft Space,
Ultimo. The space is amenable to class, being in a quiet and easily
accessible site. Ausdance NSW had an excellent selection of teachers for
the year, including; Kristina Chan, Emily Amisano, Dean Walsh and Matt
Cornell. With the relocation to the Loft, the decision was made to trial a
Wednesday only class, as the Thursday class at Peter Forsyth was
consistently low in numbers. It was announced that Class numbers
would be monitored in the following months and if class numbers did
not improve, alternative models for training will be reconsidered. A full
timetable was developed and published on the website for interested
members. A roundtable discussion was held with other organizations
who offer professional class. At the end of 2013 the decision was made
that Ausdance NSW would take a new approach to classes and training
in 2014. A combined model of promoting other organisations delivering
alongside targeted classes or workshops directly delivered by Ausdance.

Anya Mckee and Dance Makers Collective, Big Dance in Small Chunks presented by
FORM Dance Projects and Riverside, Auspiced project

Professional Contemporary Dance Classes
Dance classes have been held for the last 9yrs a Peter Forsyth Stadium in
Glebe. This space is large, semi sprung but unfortunately not fully
suitable for classes due to functionality including having no air
conditioning and no heating. The other main factor is the space is
council run and multi-functional so quite often the floor is left very dirty
after other users. Although Ausdance has employed excellent teachers,
numbers attending class have been in decline during 2011 & 2012, at

Birrang
Birrang is a three-year Aboriginal Dance Initiative funded by Arts NSW,
focusing on building key capacities within the NSW Aboriginal
independent dance sector, as well as providing opportunities for
creative development for professional NSW Aboriginal dance artists.
Program launched March 2013.
Aboriginal artists born or residing in New South Wales, 21 years or older,
with at least 3yrs experience working or training in dance were
encouraged to apply. The courses were funded and artists applied
through application process run by Ausdance NSW on behalf of all the
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partners involved in Birrang; AFTRS, Carriageworks, Regional Arts NSW,
Bangarra Dance Theatre, NAISDA Dance College and Ausdance NSW.
There were four elements to choose from:
 Creative dance lab
 Creative Business Course
 Choreographic residency
 Market development course
An additional opportunity was created for four dance artists to attend
APAM, Australian Performing Arts Market held in Brisbane February
2014.
Other organisations that contributed to the market development course
and enabled the opportunity to attend APAM were; Fenn Gordon Acting
CEO Performing Lines, Sonny Dallas Law Associate Producer, and
Merindah Donnelly, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Program
Officer, Market Development Australia Council for the Arts.
While there are always learning curves and opportunities to improve any
new program the feedback from all the participants and the partner
organisations has been overwhelmingly positive.

National Dance Forum & Dance Massive March 2013
Ausdance NSW promoted attendance at this event. We successfully
applied for funding to enable us to support a cohort of 8 Ausdance NSW
members to attend both these bi-annual events that are a significant
part of the professional dance calendar. There was a high attendance
from NSW artists, importantly participating in National Dialogue,
networking, creating new partnerships and the opportunity to see and
present work. Two artists directly spoke on panels and two presented
work. Post Forum we held a roundtable for funded artists with Arts
NSW, the learning’s and opportunities were then captured in a report
which was submitted to Arts NSW and made available online. Two
Ausdance staff members also attended these events which also tied in
to The National Ausdance Network meetings.

Beyond the Training delivered in partnership with Critical Path
Two artists were selected from Critical Path’s 2013 program to deliver
workshops to dancers in NSW. Vicki Van Hout presented her workshop
over one weekend. The workshop extended from her research at Critical
Path, to deconstruct, develop and refine new systems of movement
utilising parallel locomotion. The workshop had a specific physical
technical approach focusing on coordination, dynamic shifts and
rhythmic elements and will contain a mixture of dictated and task based
work.
Nick Powers and Anne Nguyn delivered their workshop over a series of
evening classes. The process centered around working with the dancers
existing vocabulary as well as their own, using music and musicality to
inform the movement and exploring ideas and concepts through set
tasks.
We re-viewed the price point, and will continue to do so in 2014.

Expanding Aboriginal Dance Horizons in NSW
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Spring Dance Festival Master Class series
The new Sydney Opera House CEO Louise Heron cancelled Spring Dance
Festival for 2013 and 2014. Therefore the master class series held as
part of festival and run in partnership with Ausdance NSW did not
happen. This is a great shame as both the festival and master class series
had started to gain traction and had become part of the ‘dance diary’ for
many people. We are aware that members expressed considerable
anger and frustration at this news which obviously came as a surprise to
the sector. The closure of the only major dance festival in NSW, one of a
few in the whole country, leaves a big gap for dance and its
development. This will impact both Sydney and will have a broader
impact nationally on dance development.

The week was launched with the Sydney Industry screening of the
acclaimed dance film Virtuosi, by Ausdance NSW member Sue Healey.
Virtuosi is a feature length documentary about the drive to be an artist
and the special nature of virtuosity in dance. Through exhilarating dance
and stories from the heart, Virtuosi reveals intimate and astounding
portraits of eight New Zealand dance artists. Virtuosi won an Australian
Dance Award for best dance film in 2013.

Bridge Tertiary Graduate Dance Intensive
Bridge Dance Intensive took place at Bangarra Dance Studios 9th to 13th
of December 2013. Graduates attended from WAAPA, VCA, QUT, and
MACQUARIE and from international institutions. Bridge Dance Intensive
was a weeklong intensive for tertiary dance graduates making the
transition from student to professional dancer, be it as an independent
artist or company dancer. During the week, participants attended
workshops with established Australian choreographers, showcased their
own choreography, and attend industry sessions on; funding
opportunities, career pathways, and the business basics of being an
artist. Many acclaimed artists taught at Bridge Dance Intensive this year
Including; Frances Rings, Anouk Van Dijk, Byron Perry, Craig Bary, Josh
Thompson and Tess de Quincey.

Sue Healy with Bridge Dance Participants 2013
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Auspicing
Auspicing support for the dance sector is provided by Ausdance NSW.
This can be in the form of initial advice on an application that we may
not auspice, all the way through to submitting a successful application
on behalf of an artist and then helping manage the funds for that grant
and providing advice where needed.
We want to encourage artists and organisations to have an active and
on-going relationship with Ausdance and the staff whether auspiced or
not. We are trying to encourage those who do wish to be auspiced to
talk to us about their idea, budget and grant proposal well in advance of
the deadline. We are here to help guide artists with their work and
applications to ensure the best possible chance of a successful grant, to
lead to a well planned and successful project. In 2013 we implemented
the ‘longer term on-going relationship approach’. This will mean that we
expect to have had initial conversations with artists in advance (ideally
several months) and a copy of the draft grant outline at least 2 weeks in
advance of the grant deadline. The rationale for this approach is so we
can provide a service that helps an artist to plan in advance with better
prospects of successful financial and artistic outcomes.
Initial auspices for 2013 were set at a 5% of funds fee, the fee was
included as an ‘on top’ charge in the funding applications. The fee will
change to 10% of funds in 2014, due to the intensive work involved.
Nevertheless the services represent exceptional value in comparison to
any commercial rate. We have no doubt that the auspice and associated
services would be beyond the economic capacity of the dance
practitioners we support if commercially charged.

Ausdance NSW has auspiced the following grants in 2013:
$16,679.00 Australia Council Grant for Mr Paul White.
$46,200 Arts NSW Grant for Dance Makers Collective (performance
season at Riverside 23-26 Oct).
$28,680 Arts NSW grant to ex Buzz Dance Theatre Director, Cadi
McCarthy for: A creative development of a new dance theatre work That
Place In Between to include intensive workshops and community
engagement in the Newcastle region.
$33,328 Arts NSW grant to iOU Projects lead by Kristina Chan for: A new
iOU dance season, (creation/presentation), as a model for established
NSW dance artists to transition from performer to choreographer.
Ausdance NSW has recently worked intensively with two of our
members to assist them to develop projects and secure grants. Both of
these grants have been successful and will be auspiced in 2014.
Letters of support have also been provided by Ausdance NSW for
individual members and organizations - many leading to successful
applications including;






Sam Chester, City of Sydney space application
Critical Path, Salon Series
Raghav Handa, Australia Council Early Career Residency
Dance Makers Collective, Australia Council JUMP Mentoring
Roz Wythes, ArtStart

Membership & Website
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Membership
Membership remains steady at 122 members. Total membership fees
taken in 2013 reflect an increase of 46% over the 2012 total.
During 2013
 We have provided 1 to 1 meetings for over 40 members
 We took 8 members to attend the National Dance Forum
Ausdance NSW members include dance artists, companies, dance
studios, community groups and indivduals, dance students, parents of
students, schools, teachers, lecturers, producers essentially anyone
interested in dance . Ausdance NSW members are active dance creators,
dance teachers, dancers and dance audiences. Our membership has
representatives from all ages 18+. It includes a number of Life Members,
who are people who have performed pivotal roles in establishing the
organisation and who have made significant contributions to the
development of dance in the NSW.
The idea of an Ausdance young persons membership will be researched
in 2014, 14-18yrs.
By joining Ausdance NSW members also join the national Ausdance
network and membership of Ausdance National and the World Dance
Alliance. This gives them a national voice and leadership for
Dance in Australia. As part of this national network, Ausdance NSW
Members have access to the programs, services and events of other
Member States at Member Prices; and Ausdance National initiatives and
partnerships.

Vicki Van Hout, Beyond the Training workshop leader. NAISDA cultural residency
Dhumbala community, Galiwinku (Elcho Island) NT. Photo courtesy Debra Shleger and
NAISDA

Other membership benefits include:
 Assistance with grant writing and management
 One to One – career and project planning sessions
 Industry roundtable for choreographers, dancers, teachers and
producers
 Assistance with audience building through social media and
regular email calendar services
 Annual subscription to e-news and contains more industryfocused articles
 Ausdance Space Residencies -Connecting choreographers and
dancers to spaces
 Discounts at selected retail outlets such as Bloch for Dancers
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Contact point between public and dance performers for classes,
activities, and employment.
Priority on advertisement of new classes, performances and
other member activities
Discounts on master classes and workshops with local, interstate
and overseas artists
Information via conferences, forums, consultations, referrals
and databases
Performance, professional development and networking
opportunities
Being a member of an Australia-wide organisation that
promotes professional standards of members, which increases
community confidence in the services being provided
Access to the extensive resources of the Ausdance National
Library
Access to Ausdance National initiatives and partnerships
Special ticket prices for The Australian Dance Awards

Website
Ausdance NSW website visits continue to grow with 33,999 unique
visitors for the period April 8 to November 18, 2013. Twitter traffic has
increased by 247 extra followers in 2013 and Facebook interaction has
gained 285 additional ‘friends’ to bring the total to 2,056 - whilst e-news
subscribers amount to 1510.
It is worth noting that the two websites that refer the most users to
ausdanceNSW.com.au are the Ausdance NSW Facebook page, second to
the Ausdance NSW mobile phone Facebook page.

Internships
Ausdance NSW conducted two consecutive, 8 week internships for two
Independent Dance Artists – Tanya Voges and Anna Healey, both
Ausdance NSW members. They took the opportunity to hone their
administration skills and engage with Ausdance NSW in a professional
manner. Gina Shrubsall undertook the 4 day training of the interns, over
2 weeks – they were each paid a travel stipend. Both are now familiar
with basic office operations of Ausdance NSW. Subsequently they have
been employed on two occasions to assist with membership renewals
and to assist with workflow on a casual basis.
Henrietta Baird also undertook a joint Internship with Ausdance NSW
and Critical Path, funded through Arts NSW.
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Ausdance NSW is funded through Arts NSW

USDANCE NSW: PIER 4/5 HICKSON ROAD WALSH BAY, SYDNEY NSW 2000 PH 02 9256 4800
www.ausdancensw.com.au
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